
Masking Treebanks for the Free Distribution ofLinguisti Resoures and Other AppliationsGeorg Rehm1, Andreas Witt1, Heike Zinsmeister2, Johannes Dellert1Tübingen University1 Heidelberg University2SFB 441: Linguisti Data Strutures Dept. of Computational LinguistisAbstratThe distribution of linguisti resoures suh as treebanks and otherorpora is often restrited by rigid liense agreements. We present atheoretial framework and an implemented tool for the masking of lin-guisti resoures, i. e., an approah to obfusate or to hide the originalprimary data (opyrighted text) to enable the free distribution of alinguisti resoure as well as additional appliation senarios.1 IntrodutionThe distribution of linguisti resoures is often restrited by rigid lienseagreements.1 A treebank or any other type of orpus onsists of two parts:(a) one or more soure texts, and (b) one or more layers of annotation thatrefer to linguisti properties of the texts. Usually, the linguisti propertiesare annotated manually by aademis or automatially by software tools;the soure text olletion (STC) has been aquired beforehand from thirdparties suh as web sites or publishing houses.2 In pratially all ases theSTC is a opyrighted property that is subjet to aess restritions. At theend of the day it is up to this opyright holder to deide if, and under whihonditions, the linguisti resoure � a ruial part of whih is the STC� anbe made available to the publi or researh ommunity.The manually annotated treebank TüBa-D/Z (�Tübingen Treebank ofWritten German�, see Telljohann et al., 2004, 2006)3 is based on a om-merially available CDROM that ontains an arhive of all the issues of1The authors would like to thank Timm Lehmberg (Hamburg) and Felix Zimmermann(Passau) for valuable omments with regard to legal aspets of our approah. Furthermore,we would like to thank Holger Wunsh (Tübingen) for valuable disussions.2The soure text olletion might also onsist of transribed spoken language, in whihase similiar problems emerge with respet to the privay of the speakers (see setion 5).3Throughout the paper we will ome bak to this treebank as an example. TüBa-D/Zurrently onsists of a. 27,000 sentenes (470,000 tokens). It omprises annotation of,among others, parts-of-speeh, syntati onstitueny, and grammatial funtions.
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the newspaper die tageszeitung (taz ) that have been published sine 1986.If a researher (the liensee) wants to obtain TüBa-D/Z, available for aa-demi purposes free of harge, he or she has to sign a liense agreementwith the Linguistis Department at Tübingen University (the lienser). Theagreement states that the lienser is the opyright holder of the linguistiannotation and that the STC, as published on the CDROM, is opyrightedby the ompany ontrapress media GmbH. Therefore, the liensee has to signa statement that erti�es that he or she or the institution the person worksfor has a valid liense of this CDROM; furthermore, a opy of the CDROMinvoie has to be submitted as additional proof.4 Only if the lienser reeivesthe signed agreement and a opy of the invoie, the liensee an be sent theaess information for the password-proteted TüBa-D/Z download site.This artile introdues an approah that we all the masking of linguistiresoures, in order legally to bypass liensing restritions suh as the onesdesribed in the previous paragraph. The idea is to mask the STC, but notthe layers of linguisti annotation. This approah pratially removes theSTC, so that the original liensing and opyright restritions no longer holdfor the new resoure. The advantage is that the information that is mostruial and most interesting to other linguistis researhers, the annotationitself, an be made available without any restritions (see �gure 1 in Rehmet al., 2007b, p. 166).5 We think that our approah is espeially valuablefor orpora omprising syntati annotation inluding phrase struture in-formation. Suh treebanks normally o�er token-related annotation suh aspart-of-speeh tags as well as hierarhial annotation strutures beyond theword level. In this senario, masking the word tokens leaves information rihenough to be used independently.Setion 2 disusses the masking of linguisti orpora in sustainabilityprojets. Our software tool, CorpusMasker, is desribed in setion 3. Se-tion 4 highlights appliation senarios in whih masked orpora an be usedin a pratial way. Setion 5 addresses related work.4The die tageszeitung CDROM osts about 50 Euros. Lienses for other (newspaper)orpora are often, if available at all, muh more expensive.5The institution that reated the linguisti annotation is the opyright holder of theannotation. Therefore, it is up to this institution to deide the onditions under whih thenow masked linguisti resoure is to be made available to third parties. Usually, the aimis to make the resoure available online at no ost. To ompliate matters even further,modern orpora may be omprised of multiple annotation layers that have been reatedby more than one researh group. Eah group an be onsidered the reator of its anno-tation layer and an deide its terms of distribution (this irumstane has very seriousonsequenes for the annotation of metadata: not only the omplete orpus, but everysingle annotation layer should potentially omprise a omplete metadata reord). Com-merially available software tools that were used in the annotation proess (for example,POS taggers) might restrit the terms of distribution of the resulting data set as well.
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2 Corpora � Liense Restritions � SustainabilityIt is the goal of linguisti sustainability initiatives to arhive and to makeavailable heterogeneous sets of linguisti resoures, i. e., not only orporabut also linguisti software, so that interested parties are able to aessthem (Dipper et al., 2006). Nowadays researhers predominantly work withempirial data, they use and they reate orpora, normally with a linguistitheory and a spei� researh question in mind. When a projet is �nishedit an be very di�ult to gain aess to the orpus. In an ideal world,aademis an turn to a sustainability initiative (sometimes also referred toas preservation projets) in order to arhive their datasets (Trilsbeek andWittenburg, 2006) and to make the data available to other researhers, e. g.,by means of a web-based orpus repository. Apart from the obvious issuessuh as providing omprehensive and standardised markup languages andmetadata spei�ations (Shmidt et al., 2006), sustainability initiatives needto take extra are of respeting the opyright of the original data (for detailssee Lehmberg et al., 2007, 2008, Zimmermann and Lehmberg, 2007, Newman,2007). When an aademi or a researh institution is interested in uploadingtheir treebank, the web-based platform must be able to restrit aess tothe data if needed. From the point of view of the sustainability initiative aswell as the original supplier of a orpus, it would be advantageous to bypassthe liensing restritions for several reasons, suh as enlarging the potentialaudiene of a data olletion and extending the visibility of the sustainabilityinitiative within the ommunity (see setion 4).There are two aspets of orpus masking within the ontext of sustain-ability initiatives that we would like to emphasise. First, we developed atool that is able to mask orpora on the �y. The tool an be integrated intoa web-based orpus delivery platform. Should someone who is interested ina orpus that is available under a liense model as desribed in setion 1 nothave a valid liense for the STC, he or she an still reeive the orpus, albeitin masked form. Seond, a linguisti orpus potentially an be assoiatedwith several aessibility regulations. For example, full aess to the TüBa-D/Z treebank requires the liensee to have a valid liense of the taz CDROM,whereas the masked version of TüBa-D/Z an be plaed under, say, the GNUFree Doumentation Liense. As a onsequene, a sustainability initiativehas to ome up with a �exible system of representing the relationships anddependenies between the soure texts and the di�erent layers of annota-tion and their orresponding liense restritions: if one or more layers whoseliense regulations are very restrited, are removed from a orpus that isabout to be delivered, the next restritive liense of the remaining part ofthe orpus needs to be applied. This representation should be inluded inthe metadata reords of any orpus and a orresponding proess logi shouldbe integrated into the platform (Rehm et al., 2007a).
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3 How to Mask Linguisti ResouresThere are several ways to mask a orpus, i. e., to obfusate the texts a orpusis made up of. The most simple option is ompletely to remove the textualontent of the olletion. A slightly less radial solution substituted everysingle harater ontained in a word of the STC with one spei� haratersuh as �x� and every digit with, for example, �0�. Next to preserving in-formation on the length of a word, this proess ould preserve informationon upper and lower ase haraters by substituting apital letters with �X�and lower ase haraters with �x� (Toms and Campbell, 1999). Additionalmappings an be de�ned in a step-by-step manner, so that more and more in-formation related to the STC an be retained (the realisation of this proessweakens the aim that is responsible for masking a text, though).

Figure 1: The graphial user interfae of the CorpusMasker toolCorpusMasker is a fully funtional software tool for the parameterisedmasking of linguisti resoures. The tool was implemented in Java and ex-pets a (potentially very large) XML doument instane ontaining the or-pus as input; the XML data is read using SAX parsers. It is possible tospeify the XML element(s) or attribute(s) that ontain the atual words ortokens to be masked (in ase of TüBa-D/Z, the <orth> element) as XPath ex-pressions that refer to the hild, desendant and attribute axes (e. g., ../orth)via ommand line parameters or a graphial user interfae (GUI), so thatarbitrary orpus annotation shemes an be handled (see �gure 1). Usingthe GUI's preview funtion, the user an instantly observe the e�ets of pa-rameter hanges, so that the spei� needs in terms of masking intensity and
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preservation of useful struture an be met very e�iently without havingto wait for a omplete masking run to examine the results.Next to the two abovementioned masking methods, the tool omprises aditionary-based approah: �rst, CorpusMasker ollets all word forms fromall texts ontained in the orpus to be masked. Then, every word is mappedonto a randomly generated string and replaed by that string. The length ofthe masked word an be retained, as well as information on the distributionas well as positioning of vowels and onsonants in a spei� word (vowelsin the soure word are mapped onto vowels in the random word, the sameapplies for onsonants; variables an be set in order to speify a minimalrandomisation distane). If a word is usually written with an initial lowerase harater and that word appears at a sentene-initial position with the�rst harater being upper ase, the same randomised word is used (e. g.,�dort� → �kulp�, �Dort� → �Kulp�). In addition, CorpusMasker performsan a�x analysis. The algorithm examines ertain a�xes of words, masksthe roots, but retains the a�xes. With the a�x analysis enabled, the textis masked but valuable linguisti information, that in itself is insu�ient toreonstrut the soure text or even to interpret the masked text, is kept intatfor further analysis. Finally, the user an speify word lasses that shouldnot be masked, so that, for example, losed lasses suh as prepositions anddeterminers are left unhanged.Linguisti orpora very often ontain part-of-speeh information so thatthe mapping proess from genuine words to random strings of haratersresults in a list that ated as a key to unlok the masked version of theorpus, i. e., to reonstrut the STC. As a publiation of this omplete listwould ontradit the original purpose of the tool, we plan to provide onlya redued version of the �le (see setion 4). Although this redued versiondoes not ontain the words from the STC proper, it an be thought of as alexion that maps the randomly generated words onto part-of-speeh tags.All features mentioned above an be ativated, deativated, and on�g-ured using CorpusMasker's ommand line options and arguments or its GUI,so that the person overseeing the operation is able to in�uene the maskingproess as muh as possible. Furthermore, a randomly generated ditionaryan be applied for masking a new orpus. As an be seen, the parameterisedmasking of linguisti orpora an be performed with several di�erent degreesof retaining linguisti information, from the omplete removal of the souretext olletion to a rather light but su�ient masking that keeps, e. g., losedword lasses within the texts unhanged (see table 1; a�xes are underlined).66A downloadable version of CorpusMasker will be available on our web site under anOpen Soure liense in the winter of 2007 (http://www.sfb441.uni-tuebingen.de/2/).
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Part-of-speeh: VVFIN ART NN NNOriginal sentene: Veruntreute die AWO Spendengeld ?
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓Charaters replaed with [xX9℄: Xxxxxxxxxxx xxx XXX Xxxxxxxxxxx ?
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓Random haraters: Sololplaoka tao UJA Wkirdomgirk ?
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓Random haraters, keep a�xes,keep losed word lasses: Verildniite die AJE Storparpamb ?Table 1: Masking examples for �Veruntreute die AWO Spendengeld?�The Masking Algorithm and its ImplementationCorpusMasker onsists of two SAX Parsers: the �rst one (DitExtrator)extrats all the words from the XML elements or attributes spei�ed on theommand line, and assigns POS lasses aording to the elements spei�edby an XPath expression. The extrated tokens are sorted into a hash thatmaps POS lasses onto lists of tokens and their replaement patterns. Thesepatterns are reated on the �y by applying random replaement of vowelsand members of other sound/harater lasses with members of the sameharater lass. The algorithm enfores hanges, i. e., no harater exept forpuntuation and one-letter-tokens may stay the same. The a�x extrationworks on the omplete ditionary and is disussed in more detail below. Theseond parser (Replaer) uses the ditionary to onvert the soure doument(the XML annotated orpus) into the output doument (the masked orpus),by replaing the ontent of the <orth> elements with the patterns as de�nedin the ditionary. The onversion mappings are stored in a �le that an beused by a demasking tool to reonstrut the original text of the STC. Theformat of the ditionary entries is: [POS℄ [original℄ [replaement℄.For a�x extration, CorpusMasker uses a brute fore algorithm thatoperates on omplete ditionaries for eah POS lass. First, the algorithmextrats all possible pre�xes and su�xes from eah word (e. g., a word suhas �voran� would ontain the andidate pre�xes �v�, �vo�, �vor�, and �vora� aswell as the andidate su�xes �n�, �an�, �ran�, and �oran�) and stores them ina hash that keeps trak of the number of ourrenes of eah andidate a�x.In the seond step, only the most frequent andidates are hosen as a�xes.The threshold an be adjusted by two values: the relative ourrene rate,i. e., the number of ourrenes of the andidate divided by the total numberof tokens ontained in the ditionary. This number may vary between 0and 1. A value of 1 will ause the algorithm to aept only a�xes thatour in every word with the POS, while a value of almost 0 will aept
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anything that ours at the beginning or ending of any word with the POSas an a�x. Aording to our experiments, a value of 0.02 produes satisfyingresults for German (the a�x has to our in 2% of the words with the POS).Small POS lasses with few members (primarily funtion words) will thenbe onsidered �a�xes� so that they will not be hanged during the maskingproess. If this is not a desired e�et, the user may alternatively apply theseond value, the minimum ourrene restrition (the minimum number ofdi�erent words the a�x must have been found in). A value of 10 results inthe desired e�et of foring replaement of funtion words, and still ensuringrobust a�x reognition for larger word lasses (where the relative ourrenerate will be the limiting fator). Finally, the seleted a�xes are applied toall tokens with a orresponding POS tag. For eah ditionary entry thealgorithm tests the presene of all pre�xes and su�xes. If a pre�x or su�xis deteted, the respetive a�x will be restored in the replaement pattern.7The algorithm has two shortomings: �rst, it tends to interpret virtuallyevery frequent word-initial and word-�nal string of letters as an a�x. As aresult, the �rst and the last letter of most replaement patterns are the sameas in the original. This problem is rooted deeply within the algorithm, andthe best way to get around it ould either be not to allow single-letter a�xes(ertainly not feasible for all languages) or to ask the user to ertify thea�x status for every potential a�x the algorithm has reognised. Seond,ompounds as well as in�etional forms are a genuine problem, as theseannot be either reognised or analysed in the masked version. Currently,�house� ould be replaed by something like �yaima�, but �houses� ouldbe �zieles�. One solution would be also to store the �stems� produed bysubtrating a�xes from words, so that these �stems� will always be replaedby idential patterns. However, new problems will arise if we attempt toextend the algorithm in suh a way: the strit separation of POS lassesould not be retained any longer beause we would like the stem �graious�to be replaed by the same pattern in words that belong to a di�erent POSlass (suh as �graiousness�). Given those problems, we deided to stikto our very simple algorithm that will, nevertheless, preserve a surprisinglyuseful amount of morphologial information in most ases.4 Masked Corpora: What are They Good for?Masked linguisti resoures an be used in several di�erent senarios. Ouroriginal goal had been to give researhers and organisations interested inthe TüBa-D/Z treebank the option of examining the annotation without7This method ignores iterations of a�xes (suh as �ver -un-treute�) as well as in�xes(e. g., �zurük-ge-geben�). Stem variations suh as �Haus� � �Häuser�, �gehst� � �ging� ��gegangen� et. pose an additional problem. As this approah is based on pattern mathingthat is insu�ient for morphologial analyses, we plan to integrate a morphologial lexion.
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going through the potentially extensive proess of ordering the orrespondingCDROM �rst; furthermore, some organisations may not be able to purhasethe CDROM due to �nanial restritions. While these might be in theminority with regard to the rather inexpensive taz CDROM, our approahmight prove useful onerning the masking of resoures that are based on asoure text olletion with a liense that osts a four or �ve �gure sum.Sustainability platforms Setion 2 desribed sustainability initiativesand the goal of building web-based platforms for the long-term arhiving anddistribution of linguisti resoures. In order to enhane the seurity of theopyrighted data (in ase of TüBa-D/Z, the STC), suh a platform should beout�tted with the option of masking the downloadable orpus arhive beforea download. Should a lexion that ontains the mapping from German wordsto randomised strings ever �nd its way onto the internet, it ould be used toreonstrut a few randomised versions of the resoure only. Furthermore, aweb-based and password proteted ditionary lookup ould be provided thatenables researhers who downloaded the masked version to retrieve a smallamount of randomised strings to German word translations. An amountof, for example, 50 lookups per month, is large enough to translate severalsentenes (e. g., for use in an eduational ourse or in a publiation) andsmall enough to prevent the omplete resoure from being reonstruted.8Another funtion ould be full-text searh in masked orpora: a user searhesfor word (performed behind the senes in an unmasked orpus), all mathesare extrated, the whole orpus is masked � exept for word � and �nallythe mathes are presented in a masked version, again, exept for word.Unlexialised training A orpus distributed in a masked version anbe used for all sorts of unlexialised training. In the ase of parsing, un-lexialised PCFGs trained on treebank annotations are demonstrated to beompatible with other unlexialised parsers (Charniak, 1996). It is beyonddoubt that lexial knowledge improves parsing performane but this does notneessarily require the lexialisation of rules. In the ase of TüBa-D/Z, e. g.,a lot of relevant knowledge is enoded in the morphologial layer and anbe used even with a fully masked orpus. Klein and Manning (2003) showthat an unlexialised model an ahieve a performane lose to the state ofthe art for lexialised models.9 Furthermore, there are ross-linguisti dif-ferenes and it is, e. g., argued that the e�et of lexialisation is negligiblein the performane of German PCFGs (Arun and Keller, 2005, Dubey andKeller, 2003). Hinrihs et al. (2005) disuss experiments of memory-based8The number of ditionary lookups and the orresponding period of time are dependenton the number of tokens in a resoure. We are aware of the fat that this funtionalityan be, with regard to legal issues, onsidered a grey area at best (see setion 6).9Klein and Manning (2003) propagate the subategorisation of losed-lass ategoriessuh as PP[für℄ or PP[als℄. This is possible in our senario as well due to the option ofkeeping funtional words unmasked (see setion 3).
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learning of anaphora resolution with respet to personal pronouns and re-�exives. Their tool is trained on the annotation of TüBa-D/Z and does nottake lexial information into aount. Their features refer to morphologialproperties, parts-of-speeh, syntati boundaries and grammatial funtionsall of whih are given in the annotation aompanying the masked souretext. In this ase even the test data ould be generated diretly from themasked resoure sine the annotation inludes marking of equivalene lassesomprising pronouns and noun phrases. The gold standard for testing on-sists of these equivalene lasses only in whih the words are represented bypositional indies. The evaluation would test whether the relevant indiesare grouped together orretly. A omparable tool trained on masked orpusdata ould as well be applied to `real' German texts.Qualitative and quantitative analyses TüBa-D/Z's annotation an beused for qualitative and quantitative analyses, it inludes both syntati at-egories as well as grammatial funtions. For example, oordinate struturesare marked with the label KONJ; even without knowledge of the word levelthe treebank annotation gives su�ent information to examine parallelisme�ets with respet to the struture of the onjunts: syntati ategories,grammatial funtions, modi�ers, and length (Levy, 2004, Steiner, 2006).Teahing linguistis and omputational linguistis The maskingproess masks the soure text olletion and generates a lexion en passant(see setion 3). As a onsequene, the resulting resoure ontains an unnat-ural language that, in the ase of TüBa-D/Z, ats like German syntaxwise.The lexion of this language, however, is, for the most part, based on randomstrings of haraters and maps these randomised strings onto part-of-speehtags. This very fat makes the masked treebank a valuable resoure in theontext of teahing linguistis, and omputational linguistis. If studentsare fored to work with a language that has a known syntax and even arudimentary morphology but lexial entries that bear no meaning whatso-ever, they might be able to onentrate better on, for example, the tasksof developing grammar rules or improving parsing e�ieny. This approahof blanking out the meaning of lexial items is ompatible with Chomsky'snotion of language as proessing a set of symbols.10Evaluating NLP software Another promising appliation senario forCorpusMasker is the evaluation of language tehnology software. A lot ofurrent NLP tools (taggers, parsers et.) are based on statistial algorithms10For enturies, typographers use a ertain text fragment (�Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet.[. . . ℄�) in order to evaluate new layouts and page designs without resorting to writingatual text or inserting multiple phrases suh as �Content goes here, ontent goes here. . . �. The fragment of blind text gives the impression of being genuine text with a naturaldistribution of haraters and whitespae without distrating the reader by onveyingany meaning that ould be interpreted intuitively. This approah might be useful forvisualising masked orpora by means of XML to SVG transformations (Piez, 2004).
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that use n-gram language models extrated from annotated orpora andtreebanks as training data. Employing a masked resoure, it is possible tomeasure the atual in�uene syntax or tree annotations have onerning thepreision and reall of these tools. For this purpose, the performane of atool with regard to original orpora, as well as slightly and fully maskedorpora an be ompared by using these orpora as training and evaluationdata in turn. This approah ould result in substantial arguments for oragainst the use of treebanks as a resoure for training NLP tools.5 Related WorkThe most diretly related work in Computational and Corpus Linguistisonerns anonymisation, the removal of proper nouns and other identity-revealing phrases from texts in order to protet the privay of the peoplementioned (Corti et al., 2000, Rok, 2001). Poesio et al. (2006) desribe ananaphora resolution-based anonymisation module that is able to replae bothproper nouns suh as �Grandpa Gaunting� as well as pronominal referenesto proper nouns. Medlok (2006) de�nes �anonymisation� as �the task ofidentifying and neutralising sensitive referenes� and presents a orpus ofa. 2,500 personal email messages, olleted and anonymised using a mahinelearning tehnique. The anonymisation itself potentially involves the deletionof referenes to all kinds of names, addresses, titles, geographi and ethniterms and so on. A seond appliation area is onerned with the removal ofues that might reveal the identity of a text's author. A third area onernsthe masking, or obfusation of texts, as desribed in the present paper. Weare not aware of other approahes to the masking of linguisti resoures.116 Future Work and Conluding RemarksIn addition to publishing CorpusMasker and a masked version of TüBa-D/Zon our web site (see footnote 6), we plan to extend the funtionality of thetool in several ways: in some ases the a�x analysis fails and produes resultsthat do not orrespond to the linguisti properties of the proessed words.We will deal with this problem by enabling the user who is overseeing themasking proedure to modify the list of a�xes produed by the algorithmand to add further pre�xes and su�xes for spei� part-of-speeh lasses.11In a message posted to Corpora-List on August 19th, 2006, Péter Halásy suggested�sentene shu�ing� as a method to distribute a opyrighted orpus under �fair use� on-ditions. The relevant part of the opyright notie Halásy et al. apply to the CreativeCommons-based liense of the �Hunglish� orpus (Varga et al., 2005) reads: �We pre-vented the illegal use of opyrighted material by shu�ing the texts at sentene level. Thisform is still useful for researh purposes, while it does not infringe upon the rightholders'interests. If you are a opyright holder, and you onsider the shu�ed �les infringing,please send email and we will remove the material in question from the orpus.�
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